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1. Introduction
Since 'eating' is one ofthe most basic human activities, verbs of ingestion
appear to belong to the basic vocabulary of all human languages. For example, verbs denoting 'eat' are on the Swadesh basic vocabulary list, indicating the experiential salience of ingestion. The linguistic primacy of ingestion expressions is well illustrated in the use frequency of these verbs, e.g.,
th
eat in English ranks 321st (Lide n.d.), and in Korean mekta 'eat' ranks 99
(KAIST KOTERM Corpus) and 5ih (Suh 2000). Given the experiential and
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conceptual primacy of ingestion, such verbs seem to be subject to metaphorical transfer, as in such common English examples as 'a car eaten by
rust', 'eat one's words', etc. However, languages may exhibit distinctive
characteristics in terms of the lexicalization of the semantic field of ingestion among their synonyms and near-synonyms, and in terms of recruiting
these lexical forms to represent grammatical concepts. In these respects,
Korean exhibits peculiarities in that ingestion verbs show extensive semantic extension and have been grammaticalized into auxiliaries marking
speaker's attitudes.
There are a number of ingestion verbs in Korean, but the most widely
used form s are those in ( 1 ) : 1
(1)

a.
b.
C.

d.

mekta
chemekta
masita
samkhita

'eat'
' eat (derogatory)'
'drink'
'swallow'

One thing to note is that (b) chemekta is morphologically complex as
shown in (2) :
(2)

chemekta < che-mekta < chi-e mekta

The derivational suffix che- in Modem Korean, historically, chie denotes
recklessness, crudeness, or lack of elegance in the manner of the action denoted by the suffixed verb, as in chepwuswuta 'utterly destroy', chepakta
'ram down hard', etc.
This paper attempts to describe and analyze the semantics of ingestion
verbs in Korean, with particular emphasis on mekta and chemekta, from a
grammaticalization perspective and to show how culture affected the semantic change in grammaticalization.
2. Semantics of mekta and chemekta
Despite the fact that mekta and chemekta exhibit interesting behavior in
terms of their semantic network and their grammaticalization phenomena,
these issues have been largely underrepresented in the literature. Most of the
previous research (e.g., Kim 1984, Lee 1995, inter alia) has focused on
synchronic polysemy. Bae (2000) is a major exception, attempting an
analysis from a grammaticalization perspective, although it leaves room for
more in-depth research as to the change mechanisms and motivations. Now
we tum to a discussion of the semantics of these ingestion verbs.

1 The verbal ending -ta is the lexicographic device used to indicate that the verb is in its dtctionary entry form. Therefore, verb forms may be written with or without this marker as e.g.,
mek- or mekta.

2.1 Semantics

of mekta

Semantic designations in contemporary dictionaries are a good starting
point for a discussion ofthe semantics ofthis verb. The following list well
illustrates the extent of semantic development (based on Dong-A Saykwuke
Sacen 1993 and WulimalKhun Sacen 1996 [1992] dictionaries).
(3)

Transitive
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1.
j.
k.
1.

masticate and swallow (e.g., apple)
drink, or suck and swallow (e.g., milk, liquor)
inhale smoke, etc. (e.g., tobacco)
achieve (e.g., award in a race)
conceive (e.g., idea)
grow to be of a certain age, take on years (e.g., age)
receive (e.g., admonition, curse)
acquire competitively, kill an opponent in a game
(e.g., pawn in chess)
acquire illicitly (e.g., public fund)
lose (e.g., point in game)
harvest (e.g., crop)

contract (e.g., illness)
m. absorb (e.g., water, color)

Two things are of note here: (i) native speakers' intuitions regarding mekta
in its prototypical semantics are that mekta involves a chewing activity,
though the extended senses do not make reference to it, and (ii) the typical
syntagmatic structure of mekta with the foregoing semantic designations in
transitive use involves. [Subject-NOMTheme-Ace mekta]. In contrast, mekta
has semantic designat10ns in its intransitive use as follows:
(4)

Intransitive
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

function well (e.g., plane, saw)
get damaged (e.g., by a worm)
get absorbed and spread well (e.g., cosmetics, color)
be effective (e.g., advice)
become deaf(e.g., ear)
require/consume (e.g., electricity, expenses)
make a living (e.g., freeloader)

In Middle Korean, mekta had similar uses even though the semantic designations were not as rich. According to Wulimal Khun Sacen (1996 [1992]),
it had the following four transitive uses:

(5)

a.
b.
c.
d.

eat or drink (e.g., meal, liquor)
conceive (e.g., idea)
grow to be ofa certain age (e.g., age)
block to result in malfunction (e.g., nose, ear)2

2.2 Semantics of chemekta
In Modem Korean, the verb chemekta is often avoided because it is considered vulgar. Dictionaries of Middle or Old Korean do not include this verb
in their entries, which suggests that the morphological derivation of this
word is a new c이nage to encode vulgarity. For example, Dong-A Say
Kwuke Sacen (1993) lists the following semantic designations for chemekta:
(6)

a.
b.

(vulgar) eat excessively and recklessly
(vulgar word for) 'mekta'

As is evident from (6b), chemekta takes over, in principle, all semantic designations of mekta with an added sense of vulgarity. Therefore, the listed
senses of mekta in (3) and (4) can be replaced with chemekta with the added
meaning of derogation. However, there are exceptions as follows, which
reveal an interesting aspect of this nearly synonymous pair:
(7)

a.

(cf. (3d)) achieve:
iltung-ul
{mekta, */?chemekta}
first.place-Ace
'take the first place'

b.

(cf. (3k)) harvest:
ssal han sem-ul
{mekta, */?chemekta}
rice one sem-ACC
'harvest 1 sem [50 gallons] ofrice (from a rice paddy)'

c.

(cf. (2m)) absorb:
congi-ka
mwul-ul
paper-NOM water-Ace
'paper absorbs water'

{mekta, *chemekta}

The reasons for the nonreplaceability of these verbs in the above senses
seem to be as follows: In (7a), the 'achieve' sense has an inherently positive
semantic component which is incompatible with the derogatory meaning
introduced by chemekta, and this semantic clash seems to disallow the
comparable semantic designation for chemekta. In (7b), the 'harvest' sense
refers to the field's yield or productivity rather than to the farm's owner,
even though the latter may appear as the syntactic subject and prima facie
the agent of this 'eating' activity. This static sense seems to prohibit a
2 Semantic designation (5d) is listed in the referenced dictionary as a transitive use. However, since the nouns in the cited examples appear without case markers, i.e., they are not
accusative-marked, and the corresponding examples in Modem Korean are compatible with
nominative case markers, it is not certain i f this use is exclusively transitive.

comparable derogatory meaning from chemekta. In (7c), the 'absorb' sense
clearly makes reference to a nonhuman or inanimate entity. Since objects
like paper, rock, etc. are unlikely to become objects of derogation, except in
highly subjectified or personified contexts, this sense cannot be derived
from chemekta.
2.3 Semantic

Extension

It is interesting to note that the semantic extension of the ingestion verbs
mekta and chemekta has followed largely identical paths, albeit with minor
differences as noted in the previous discussion. Patterns of semantic change
have been a point of interest for many students of grammaticalization; ~hu,s,
a brief discussion of the semantic change patterns of these two verbs 1s m
order.
Semantic extension seems to involve diverse change mechanisms such
as metaphor, metonymy, and subjectification, all of which are invoked for
explaining semantic change in grammaticalization.
The semantic change
mechanisms addressed here are by no means mutually exclusive. Certain
changes involve more than one mechanism, and certain changes are equally
amenable to an explanation which invokes different mechanisms.
The extension from the prototypical 'chew and swallow' sense to the
'conceive (ideas)' or 'take on (years)' sense involves metaphorization
whereby physical ingestion is metaphorically extended to the acquisition of
more abstract entities. On the other hand, semantic extension from the prototypical 'chew and swallow' sense to the 'contract (illnesses)', 'receive
(abuses)', 'lose (goals)' senses are instances of metonymic extension,
whereby the original [+intentional] semantic component is lost, thus allowing nonintentional acquisition. Likewise, the extension from 'chew and
swallow' to 'acquire (money)' to 'harvest' to 'make a living' is an excellent
instance of metonymization whereby senses gradually extend to a cognitively contiguous concept. One peculiarity is that this metonymic boundary
seems to cross even the traditional syntactic patterns of thematic relations of
involved entities. For example, this metonymic extension is manifested in
the last stage of the extension that proceeds from, e.g., [A boy eats an appie] to [A boy drinks water] to [A sheet of paper absorbs water] to [Water
gets absorbed], where the theme, typically represented as a sentential object,
now appears as the sentential subject, thus converting the verbal semantics
from transitive to intransitive.3
Still another type of change is illustrated by the semantic progression
of [chew and swallow] to [swallow (medicine)] to [get filled with (smile)]
to [(ear, nose) get blocked]. This can be viewed as an instance of metonymization, or more importantly as an instance of subjectification. For
example, from an event ofchewing and swallowing, only the swallowing is
highlighted by the construer's subjectification, motivated by the fact that
3 This type of change is quite intriguing, but a more in-depth analysis must await future research.

ingestion is more primary while mastication is only a peripheral subevent.
Likewise, from an event of ingestion, only the fact that a newly ingested
item, i.e., food, now occupies a previously empty space, with the result
that satiation, or at least p~ysical occupancy, is highlighted. This is again
an instance of subjectificat10n, whereby the experientially most salient aspect of the ingestion event, i.e., filling of the stomach, is focused on. That
a certain entity occupies a physical space is conceived of as a state of blockade, resulting in stoppage of free flow through a canal. Highlighting the
hindrance aspect ofan entity's physical presence is again the result of subjectification. This hindrance sense as applied to human organs, such as the
ear and the nose, brings forth the meaning of malfunction. It is notable that
only organs that are used for the transmission of sensory input, e.g., the ear
and the nose, are compatible with the ingestion verbs, thus supporting the
hypothesis that stoppage of flow is the most salient semantic property involved here.
3. Grammaticalization

of Ingestion

3.1 Auxiliary Verbs from Ingestion

Verbs

Verbs

The verb mekta is grammaticalized as an auxiliary that encodes a variety of
speaker attitudes. The morphosyntax of the auxiliary construction makes
use of verb serialization, whereby two or more verbs are combined by
means of nonfinite markers. Among the various nonfinite markers, -e is
used here, and the ingestion verb typically appears as the final, finite verb.
Thus the auxiliary takes the form -e mekta. There are four major attitudes
marked by this auxiliary.
The first is achievement-marking (Achieve). When the auxiliary -e
mekta is used, the verbal complex is taken to denote an event where the
situation denoted by the main verb has been achieved, as shown in the following:
(8)

a.

i
kul-un
mos ilk-e
mek-keyss-ta
this writing-TOP NEG read-ACHIEVE MEK-FUT-DEC
'(I) cannot read this writing. '

b.

ku yamchey-lul
soki-e.mek-ess-ta
the selfish.person-Ace deceive-ACHIEVE-PST-DEC
'(I) could (finally) deceive the selfish fellow.'

Another attitude encoded by the auxiliary -e mekta is excessiveness (Excess). When attached to a main verb, the verbal complex carries the meaning
of excessive exploitation, as shown in the following examples:

(9)

a.

ku cha-lul 30nyen-tongan cal ssu-e.mek-ess-ta
the car-ACC 30.year-for
well use-EXCESS-PST-DEC
'(I) used the car for 30 long years! '

b.

ku salam-ul
cal
pwuli-e.mek-ela
the man-ACC well use- EXCESS -IMP
'Take advantage ofhim.'

Still another semantic category ofthe speaker's attitude encoded by the auxiliary -e mekta is crudity (Crudity). When this is attached to a main verb,
the verbal complex conveys the meaning that the event denoted by the main
verb occurred with crudity, lacking sophistication, as shown in (10).
(10)

a.

notong-ulo pel-e.mek-nun-ta
labor-with earn-CRUDITY-PRES-DEC
'(I) make a living by labor.'

b.

ku-nun yangsim-ul
phal-a.mek-ess-ta
he-TOP conscience-ACC sell-CRUDITY-PST-DEC
'He has no conscience (Lit. He sold his conscience).'

The last category ofthe speaker's attitude marked by -e mekta is contemptibility (Contempt), as shown in the following examples:
(11)

a.

b.

c.

caysan-ul
nalli-e.mek-ess-ta
fortune-ACC fly-CONTEMPT-PST-DEC
'(He) lost his fortune. (How stupid he is!)'
os-ul
cc1c-e.mek-ess-ta
clothes-ACC tear- CONTEMPT-PST-DEC
'(He) had his clothes tom. (How careless he is!)'
nolli-e.mek-ci ma-la
ridicule- CONTEMPT-PROHIBIT-IMP
'Don't make fun of(me/him ... ) (How mean you are!)'

The contemptibility sense is central in all uses of mekta as an auxiliary.4
This sense is so robust that it is not cancelable by substitution of mekta
with capswusita or any other ingestion verbs that are inh erently marked
with the [+honorific] feature. Ifthe auxiliary mekta in a sentence is replaced
by capswusita, the resulting sentence appears to be not only extremely
awkward but also quite humorous.
Now we tum to a discussion ofthe auxiliary verb with chemekta, i.e., e chemekta. Basically, all uses of -e mekta are compatible with -e chemekta
for an added derogatory meaning. Since the central sense of the -e mekta
auxiliary is contemptibility, substitution of chemekta for mekta intensifies
the degree of contempt. However, there are certain exceptions to the substitution, depending on the sentence type. For example, sentences with the
4 This contemptibility sense ts associated even with Achievement examples in (8).

first person subject and imperative sentences do not allow chemekta substitution, as shown in the following examples:
(12)

a.

{ku-nun, *na-nun} kunye-lul soki-e.chemek-ess-ta
{he-TOP, I-TOP}
she-ACC deceive-ACHIEVE-PST-DEC
' {He, *I} deceived her. '

b.

kunye-lul cal
pwuli-e.chemek-{ess-ta,
*ela}
she-ACC well use-EXCESSIVE-{PST-DEC, IMP}
'(You/he ... ) took advantage of her /*Take advantage of her. '

The unacceptability of these two sentence types seems to be due to the following: Sentences with the first person subject may not be used with the -e
chemekta auxiliary in order to avoid extreme self-derision. Crosslinguistically, form s of mild self-derision are acceptable because the use of such
forms is often considered polite to the addressee. This is exactly the case
with the -e mekta auxiliary. However, the derogatory meaning associated
with -e chemekta is so great that it borders on extreme insult. This level of
contempt seems to be sociolinguistically unacceptable. On the other hand,
the prohibition on imperative sentences with the -e chemekta auxiliary is to
avoid derision ofthe addressee's future action which is being suggested by
the speaker. It is completely unacceptable to encourage someone to do
something which the speaker him/herselfjudges to be contemptible.
3.2 Semantic Change in Grammaticalization
3.2.1 Mechanisms

of Ingestion

Verbs

of Semantic Change in Grammaticalization

We have noted that the central semantics of the grammaticalized ingestion
verbs is contemptibility or derogation, -e chemekta being more so. Since we
agree with other students of grammaticalization who hold that grammaticalization must be motivated, this raises the intriguing question as to why
verbs of ingestion, denoting such a common, experientially salient, and
undoubtedly beneficial human activity, have ended up encoding contemptibility or derogation. There are several preliminary issues we must consider,
as can be summarized below:
(13)

a.
b.
c.

d.

Korean ingestion verbs contain contemptibility as a major semantic component.
Eating is largely viewed as a process of acquisition or possess10n.
Unlike these ingestion verbs, other activities leading to acquistion or possession, e.g., kacita 'have', soyuhata 'own', chwihata 'take', etta 'acquire', etc., do not have a negative connotation.
Therefore, the contemptibility sense must be attributable to the
mode of acquisition, i.e., eating.

From the above, we can see that the emergence of the sense of contemptibility is derived from the mode of acquisition, i.e., eating. The contemptibility seems to have been derived from the following pragmatic inferences:
(14)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A ate B.
B became part of A; A owns B in a complete way.
A 1s egoistic.
A's eating B is undesirable because it is egoistically motivated.
A's eating B is contemptible.

The pragmatic reasoning process in (14) above is one of subjectification,
whereby the speaker's attitude toward the propositional content becomes
semanticized. Subjectification has often been invoked to explain semantic
changes in grammaticalization (Traugott 1982, Traugott & Konig 1991,
Traugott & Dasher 2002, Rhee 2002, inter alia), and this is consistent with

what we can observe from the grammaticalization of ingestion verbs in Korean.
3.2.2 Cultural Aspects
Since language and culture are intertwined and interactive, how cultural
aspects affect language and linguistic change must be considered. For example, Heine (1997) presents an excellent example of deictic orientation:
the face-to-face model in the Western world in contrast with the single-file
model in the Hausa ofnorthern Nigeria. Likewise, Sinha and Lopez (2000)
present an ' in-bias ' phenomenon in spatial cognition with an experiment
comparing speakers of English and Dutch with speakers of Zapotec. Witherspoon's (1980) exposition on the Navajo world view and Navajo syntax 1s
also widely known as a piece of evidence in favor of the relativist perspective.
Grammaticalization of ingestion verbs in Korean seems to suggest the
same point, i.e., the Korean cultural concept of eating influenced the grammaticalization path taken by the ingestion verbs. In other words, Koreans
view eating as an egoistic, thus, undesirable, activity, and this undesirability has made its way into Korean grammar.5 A claim that Koreans view or
have viewed eating activities as something not positive finds support in the
following facts in Korean history:
( 15) a.
b.
c.

Traditionally Koreans used spoons and chopsticks in eating.
Touching food with bare hands (unless in cooking) was or has
been strongly avoided. Licking fingers while eatmg was or has
been extremely offensive.
The noble class ofpeople avoided being seen eating.

5 For grammaticalizationof ingestion verbs in other languages, see Naess (200 I ), Okabayas1
(2002), Haspelmath (1990), inter alia., and the references therein. In particular, Okabayasi
(2002) says that the Japanese verbs for 'swallow' and 'gulp' are used to mean 'understand',
but with negative connotations.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

Officers in the military are still instructed not to frivolously join
their men in eating, and their dining halls are separated from
those for their men.
Pastors are trained to exercise extreme caution with their appearance when eating with their parish members in order not to lose
respect.
Until recently, i.e., until around the 1980s, restaurants and coffee shops had non-transparent walls to help their clients avoid
being seen from outside.
Even in modem days most high-class restaurants have rooms or
partitions for their clients.
People have developed a large inventory of euphemistic substitutes for the ingestion verb mekta (see the following discussion).

3.2.3 Linguistic

Aspects

Ingestion verbs in Korean are fine-grained along the honorification continuum, and use of a low-point item on the continuum can be a serious violation of sociolinguistic decorum. Euphemistic substitutes, most of which are
so fossilized that they are no longer perceived as euphemistic, are as follows:
(16) a.
b.
C.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
I.

J.

tulta: literally 'lift'
tusita: literally 'lift honorably'
hata: literally 'do' (in proper contexts)
hasita: literally 'do honorably' (in proper contexts)
cata (<cwata): literally 'sit'
casita: literally 'sit honorably'
cwata: literally 'sit'
cwasita: literally 'sit honorably'
capswusta: literally 'perform'
capswusita: literally 'perform honorably', 'equip' (royal court
term)

Some of these forms, i.e., cata, cwata, and cwasita, are no longer in use in
Modem Korean. The verbs listed in (16), originally euphemistic substitutes, except for the three defunct forms, are now in common use and form
a continuum along the honorification scale as shown in the following:
( 17)

[-hononfication]
[+honorification]
chemekta mekta hata hasita tulta tusita casita capswusta capswusita

This meticulous pattern of lexicalization indicates that reference to 'eating'
was and is of special importance to Koreans. This shows how much attention has been given to selecting an appropriate term when linguistically
coding ingestion activities.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have seen that the development of auxiliaries from ingestion verbs in Korean as markers of the speaker's contempt toward the
proposition is made possible by Korean culture in which 'eating' is viewed
as a nonrefined, egoistic, and consequently, contemptible activity. !his
cultural view entered the grammar through various cognitive mechamsms
that enabled semantic changes of ingestion verbs, among which subjectified
pragmatic inferencing is the most salient.
Abbreviations
ACC accusative
DEC declarative
FUT future

IMrP imperative
NEG negative
NOM nommatlve

PST past
PRES present
TOP topic
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